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Introduction
This report will provide exemplification of candidates' work, together with tips and
comments for Questions 1–10.
Examiners are looking above all for signs that candidates are responding in a thoughtful way
to the language and ideas of prose writers and are communicating clearly and effectively on
the selected writing topic.
The responses of candidates had many positive features.
Examiners were impressed by:
•

evidence that the candidates had a much stronger focus on language features and the
ability to relate them to the writer’s intended effects

•

the ability to select an appropriate passage from another section of the text and to
explore a wide range of language features, successfully linking them to the writer’s
purpose and the ideas and themes of the text

•

writing on the chosen topic that showed a strong sense of audience and purpose using
an appropriate register to engage the audience effectively.

Less successful responses:
•

showed an insecure grasp of language (for example, confusion over terms) or failed to
support points with appropriate reference to the text

•

tended to produce speculative and tenuous unsupported comments, or relied too heavily
on narration

•

lacked the ability to develop and sustain ideas and did not have secure language
controls.

Overall, examiners felt that candidates had responded positively to the tasks. It was clear to
examiners that the majority of candidates engaged effectively with the texts and there was
a stronger focus on language features and the writer’s intended effects.
Candidates’ writing was often lively and focused, with evidence that centres had worked
hard to develop skills of writing in an appropriate register for specified audiences.
In Section A, the overwhelming majority of candidates chose to respond to Question 5,
Of Mice and Men. This no doubt reflects both the popularity of Of Mice and Men and its
familiarity to teachers. In Section B Question 9 was more popular than Question 10.
Section A (Reading)
Examiners commented that there was evidence that candidates had been prepared well
and there was evidence of the good use of prepared extracts for part (b). There seemed to
be a more secure focus on language and its effects than in previous series and a general
sense that candidates knew how to respond to the tasks. However, some examiners
commented that candidates are still producing longer responses to part (a) and thus limiting
their achievement for part (b) which has more marks. Other examiners commented that
it was pleasing to see that candidates did know that part (b) should be a more developed
response. Some comment was made about incorrect identification of language terms and
unsupported/speculative comments made by candidates.
Part (a):
Examiners commented that there was a stronger focus on language features in this section
and most candidates were able to select relevant details and comment on the writer’s
language and its effects.
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Examiners did comment that candidates generally engaged well with the given extracts.
Part (b):
Candidates were generally successful in identifying an appropriate extract for comment
and better responses focused well on the writer’s techniques. However, some examiners
observed that this section was less well done than (a) as candidates tended drift into
narration without the close focus on techniques that is required.
Some examiners observed that the extract chosen was sometimes too long limiting the
candidate’s ability to focus closely on the task.
Comment was made about some shorter responses to part (b) and suggested this may be
because candidates spent too long on part (a).
Section B (Writing):
Examiners did comment how much they enjoyed reading responses in this section,
especially to Question 9.
The majority of candidates were able to write in appropriate styles and structure their
responses effectively although examiners did comment on a lack of adventurous vocabulary
and ambitious punctuation.
There were some brief and undeveloped responses which examiners felt might have
demonstrated bad time management (i.e. spending too long on Section A).
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Question 1
Touching the Void
There were not many responses to this question.
Part (a)
There were some reasonable responses but opportunities to comment on language features
were not always developed. The sense of ‘helplessness’ was mostly clearly identified. There
was some confusion over the interpretation of ‘no communication’ suggesting the two teams
disliked each other.
Part (b)
Responses were less assured, sometimes beginning well but unable to sustain analysis.
Examiners commented that responses tended to be narrative. Most candidates chose Joe’s
accident and the subsequent events (cutting of the rope) for their own extract.
This is an extract from a response to Question 1(b) focusing on how tension and suspense
are created.

Examiner Comments

Examiner Tip

There are comments in the response that show a
thorough understanding of the chosen extract and
how the language conveys ideas. The response
was awarded 13 out of 24, a band 3 response.

With a slightly stronger interpretation
and more detailed focus on language,
this response could have moved into
band 4.
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Question 2
Anita and Me
There were not many responses to this question.
Part (a)
Some examiners commented that there were good responses to the extract and that the
richness of the extract elicited these high quality responses. Effective comments were made
on ‘the elephants’ legs’, the ‘Cheshire Cat’ and ‘syrupy gloom’. Less successful comments
were made on the ‘octopus’. However, other examiners observed that some candidates
found it difficult to comment on atmosphere and some responses were quite weak, offering
little beyond identifying the atmosphere as ‘scary’.
Part (b)
Again there were some successful responses with an appropriate choice of second extract
(most commonly the first description of Tollington, the arrival of Namina or the village fete),
but some candidates failed to focus on atmosphere and setting. Although many candidates
were able to identify appropriate examples of language, few were able to comment very
effectively on how language was used.
This is an example from the opening two paragraphs from a Question 2(a) response.
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Examiner Comments

The response demonstrates assured understanding and refers
to the writer's intentions when commenting on language. The
mark awarded was 12 out of 16, a band 4 response.

Examiner Tip

Note the pertinent selection of references to support
the points made and remember to refer to the writer's
intended effects.
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Question 3
Balzac and the Little Chinese Seamstress
There were very few responses to this text.
Part (a)
The majority of responses were detailed and effective although one examiner commented
on some weak/brief responses. Most candidates showed a sound understanding of the
possible consequences of the pregnancy and of the narrator’s affection for the Little
Seamstress. Better candidates were able to analyse the political situation and its effects on
the characters.
Part (b)
The majority of candidates chose an effective and appropriate extract (the most popular
was the nightmare) and responded in an assured and confident manner. There were some
candidates who struggled to comment effectively on the writer’s use of language. Again
there was one examiner who commented on some undeveloped responses.
This is the whole of a response to Question 3(a).
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Examiner Comments

This is a succinct response which is impressive in
its coverage of the material. Mark 16 out of 16.

Examiner Tip

Look closely at the way this candidate has
embedded quotations into well-made points
which reveal a perceptive interpretation.
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Question 4
Heroes
Part (a)
Examiners commented that candidates showed strong engagement with the text and
that there were successful responses with detailed comments on language. Candidates
commented successfully on the 'haphazard' approach to the renovation, the 'mildew'
and the fallen sign, but not many commented on the pun of the Wreck Centre’s name.
Interesting comments were made about foreshadowing. More successful responses
commented on the impact of Larry LaSalle’s arrival. Some responses lacked analysis and
explanation.
Part (b)
Candidates mostly made suitable choices of a second passage. The most popular choices
were the table tennis tournament and the rape scene. More able candidates were able to
discuss language, but examiners commented on the tendency of some candidates to narrate
and therefore lose focus on the writer’s techniques. Examiners observed that candidates
were able to analyse language techniques for part (a) but seemed to drift into narrative on
part (b).
This is the whole of a candidate's response to Question 4(b).
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Examiner Comments

The extract chosen is appropriate and the response is
generally sound but undeveloped. It received a mark of 3 out
of 24 marks, a band 1 response.

Examiner Tip

The answer would need more development and
detail to qualify for a higher band. Think how the
points made could have been supported with further
evidence and detail.
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Question 5
Of Mice and Men
This was the most popular question. Examiners commented that they saw the full range of
responses to this question.
Part (a)
Candidates responded positively to the given extract and there were some interesting and
developed interpretations of the text. Successful responses developed interpretations of
the relationship with close analysis of Steinbeck’s language choice. Examiners commented
that there seemed to be a clear understanding from candidates that language was the
focus of the task. There was some detailed and thoughtful analysis of light and darkness
in the extract. Most candidates were able to comment successfully on 'defensively' and
'proudly', showing a confident understanding of how George felt protective of Lennie. Some
candidates misunderstood the word 'confidence'. Less successful responses tended to
describe the characters rather than focus on the relationship and made limited comments
on language. Some candidates wrote about George and Lennie and there were some
candidates who misinterpreted the characters and their relationship.
Part (b)
Most candidates were able to choose an appropriate extract, for example the first
introduction of George and Lennie or Lennie’s death. Those who chose the discovery of
Curley’s wife’s body struggled to make points about George’s character as did those who
chose the fight scene. Successful responses were able to keep a firm focus on George, and
those who chose Lennie’s death often identified a range of complex emotions. Most were
able to comment sensitively on George with focus on words such as 'violently' and 'shakily'.
Weaker responses tended to be narrative and struggled to find features relevant to George’s
character and missed references to language. There was some use of lengthy quotations
with no explanation. Some candidates chose very long extracts or several extracts for
comment. There were some quite brief responses which cannot be successful given the
larger mark allocation for this question.
Some examiners commented on a mis-match in the level of response to part (a) and part
(b), with a clear focus on the text and language in part (a) but a lack of reference to the
text and techniques in part (b). This might suggest poor time management or a lack of
ability to focus on the second part of the task. Some commented that responses were better
to part (a) than part (b) and vice versa.
This is from a successful response to Question 5(a).
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Examiner Comments

This is an assured response that makes sustained references to the text
to support points made. It was awarded 13 out of 16 marks, band 4.

Examiner Tip

For a band 5 response, comments could have been developed yet
more fully so as to demonstrate a really perceptive grasp.
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This is the whole of a candidate's response to Question 5(a).
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Examiner Comments

The response shows sound understanding of the
extract and there is clear reference to support
the comments made. These comments could
have been more fully developed. Mark 5 out of
16, band 2.

Examiner Tip

The answer would need more development
to qualify for a higher band. Think about how
points could have been supported with further
evidence and detail.

This is the same candidate's response to Question 5(b) which deals with Lennie's killing at
the end of the book.
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Examiner Comments

The response demonstrates a thorough
understanding of the extract with sustained
references to support the comments made.
It was given a mark of 13 out of 24, a band
3 response.

Examiner Tip

When thinking about the language features
of an extract, make sure you consider why
you think the writer has chosen particular
words, phrases or images.

This is an extract from a Question 5(b) response dealing with the introduction of George
into the novel.
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Examiner Comments

There is perceptive understanding of George's character and fully developed
comments on the writer's language. Mark 22 out of 24, band 5.

Examiner Tip

Note how the candidate explores the effect of individual
words in the text.
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Question 6
Rani and Sukh
There were a small number of responses to this text in this series.
Part (a)
Some responses were assured and effective with one examiner commenting that these
were the strongest responses to this text she had seen. Most candidates demonstrated a
good understanding of Rani’s attitude to her parents. Candidates showed awareness of the
differences in the way she spoke to her mother and father and most made some comment
on the position of women in Punjabi culture. Better candidates were able to comment
effectively on 'caged animal' and 'open prison'. Weaker responses did not address the
question and wrote about the family attitude to Rani.
Part (b)
Most chose as their extract when Rani is locked in her room and better candidates produced
thoughtful and detailed responses with good focus on language and discussion of relevant
cultural expectations. Some candidates did not provide sufficient textual support for their
comments. Weaker candidates were not able to comment effectively on the use of language.
This is the final section from a response to Question 6(a).
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Examiner Comments

The response is assured with a strong focus on how the writer's
language demonstrates Rani's attitudes to her parents. It was
awarded 13 out of 16, a band 4 response.

Examiner Tip

Note how the candidate uses embedded quotations and
focuses on the writer's intended effects.
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Question 7
Riding the Black Cockatoo
There were very few responses to this text.
Part (a)
There were some quite successful responses which discussed his father’s changing attitude
and quoted ‘friendly, so well presented, so clean.’ The better ones explored how his points
about the grindstone showed increasing empathy with the Aborigines.
Part (b)
There was a wider variety of passages chosen for this question than for some of the others.
The ones that worked quite well were Bianca as a feather girl and the moment when John
explained that his family had a skull on the mantelpiece. Some candidates seemed to have
difficulty with this question and in general, there was a distinct narrative approach to (b),
with little response to language used. There were weaker candidates who seemed unable to
identify clearly a second extract.
This is the last part of a response to Question 7(b).
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Examiner Comments

A suitable extract has been chosen and the comments made
show a sound understanding with relevant comments on
language. It was given 8 marks out of 24, a band 2 response.

Examiner Tip

A more detailed explanation of the writer's intended
effects would have improved this response and moved
it into band 3.
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Question 8
To Kill a Mockingbird
Part (a)
Most candidates showed good engagement with the text and it was evident that they
had studied Atticus in some detail. Occasionally this lead to less focused literature type
responses. Candidates mostly showed a good understanding of Atticus’s character and
the more able commented on the ways in which we are influenced by seeing this incident
through Scout’s eyes. Some responses included some very close and thoughtful analysis
of ways in which language is used. Many candidates successfully commented on the simile
‘like an underwater swimmer’ and linked it successfully with ‘nauseating crawl’. Weaker
responses lost focus on the task, commenting on the context and background of the novel
rather than focusing on the effect of the language in the extract.
Part (b)
The popular choices for the second extract were the court scene, the lynch mob or the fire.
Better responses had a secure focus on the language and how this developed the readers'
interpretation of Atticus. Many candidates commented on the way Atticus is presented
through other people’s reactions to him. Weaker responses lost focus on Atticus, for
example to Mayella in the trial scene, or tended to narrate.
This extract is two paragraphs from a response to Question 8(a).
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Examiner Comments

The response is sound, making clear points which are supported
by relevant reference to the text. It received a mark of 6 out of
16, a band 2 response.

Examiner Tip

Note that there is insufficiently thorough development
to move the response into band 3: the explanation
needs more elaboration.
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This is an extract from a very sustained response to Question 8(b) focusing on the court
scene.
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Examiner Comments

The response demonstrates perceptive ideas and language
evaluation in a fully developed response to the chosen extract.
This received full marks, 24 out of 24, a top band 5 response.

Examiner Tip

Note the excellent focus on language analysis linked to
the writer's ideas.
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Question 9
Role Models
The majority of candidates chose this question.
Many examiners enjoyed reading the responses to this topic.
AO4 (i) and (ii) Content and ideas:
There was a huge number of people offered as role models: family members, sporting
personalities and celebrities, inevitably. David Beckham was popular but examiners
commented on the wide variety and originality from Barack Obama and Nelson Mandela to
the Queen and John Lennon (the list is endless).
Candidates engaged well with the task and examiners commented that better candidates
sustained a sense of audience and purpose in responses that were accurate and ambitious.
There were some very lively and engaging responses. Candidates seemed well prepared
to write an article and adopted the appropriate register convincingly. One examiner saw a
response with the headline ‘Role Mo-del’ for an article on Mo Farah. Some were very assured
and articulate, for example one writing about a character from the film Fight Club: ‘Tyler
Durden is also a master of arts: he plays piano better than Beethoven; paints better than
Picasso (then again, that isn’t very hard) and writes better than Tolkien.’
The choice of role model made little difference to the success of the response, although
some examiners noted that weaker responses tended to have less ambitious role models.
Some candidates demonstrated an extensive knowledge of their chosen role model.
Some weaker responses either wrote in a semi-biographical way or started their response
enthusiastically but could not sustain it. Several examiners commented that candidates
do not know the difference between ‘inspire’ and ‘aspire’. While most candidates used
paragraphs, some examiners commented on the lack of appropriate paragraphing in
candidates’ responses.
AO4(iii) Spelling, punctuation and grammar:
Examiners commented on the usual range of errors – comma splicing, lack of sentence
control, problems with spelling and homophones and problems with capital letters. One
examiner commented that these types of errors appeared in responses of otherwise able
candidates.
This is part of a response to Question 9 about Joanna Lumley.
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Examiner Comments

The ideas are effective with a sustained sense of audience and
purpose. Mark 9 out of 16, band 3.
A range of punctuation is used and spelling is accurate with
occasional slips. Mark 6 out of 8, band 2.

Examiner Tip

Note the secure and sustained sense of purpose and
awareness of how to address the intended audience.
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This is the final section of a lively and fully sustained response to Question 9 about Batman.

Examiner Comments

The unusual choice of Batman is presented in an amusing,
confident and compelling response. Mark 16 out of 16.
The occasional slips in accuracy are because of the ambition
in the writing. Mark 8 out of 8.
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Examiner Tip

Note the strong individual voice and
confident tone in this response.

Question 10
Make a difference day
Some examiners felt this task was done less well than Question 9.
AO4 (i) and (ii) Content and ideas:
The differentiator in this task tended to be style rather than ideas.
Many candidates seemed familiar with the correct techniques for a speech and were
able to use effectively appropriate rhetorical devices. Better responses produced a lively
speech, with candidates sometimes linking their points to a wider perspective (for example,
comparing the audience’s lifestyle with that of the recipients of the money raised). Weaker
responses tended to be pedestrian or offered little more than a list of suggested activities.
Sustaining the writing proved challenging for some. Cake bakes and mufti days were
very popular as suggestions, but it would seem throwing sponges at teachers is the most
popular way of raising money! Occasionally candidates wrote about the charity rather than
the event. A few ignored the idea of helping a charity and wrote about picking up litter or
helping a teacher as a way of making a difference. Similar to their comments on Question 9,
examiners noted the lack of appropriate paragraphing in some candidates’ responses.
AO4 (iii) Spelling, punctuation and grammar:
Examiners made similar points to those on Question 9.
This is the final section of a response to Question 10.
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Examiner Comments

The response is lively with an assured and convincing tone.
Mark 11 out of 16.
The writing is accurate with thorough control and only
occasional slips. Mark 6 out of 8.

Examiner Tip

Note the strong sense of audience and lively style.
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This is an extract from a response to Question 10.
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Examiner Comments

The ideas are appropriate and reasonably developed with a
mostly clear sense of audience and purpose. Mark 6 out of 16,
band 2.
A range of sentence structures is used with control and the
response is generally accurate with a few slips. Mark 5 out of 8,
band 2.

Examiner Tip

Think about ways to develop a strong sense of
audience.
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Paper Summary
Candidates' work often reached a very high standard. There was evidence of strong
personal response to the prose texts, dealing precisely with the language of the extract
provided and focusing well on how this presented the writer's ideas. In their writing,
candidates also demonstrated the ability to write with clarity and engagement and with a
strong awareness of purpose and audience.
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice.
Candidates should ensure that in Section A (Reading) they:
•

engage in a sustained manner with the writer's use of language and its effects

•

avoid slipping into narrative instead of analysing the text.

In Section B (Writing), they should:
•

address the audience, which was clearly specified in the two questions

•

use a range of sentences, correctly punctuated, and check work for common errors.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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